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  help with a Beurer product?


Frequently Asked Questions
[image: ]Got
  questions? We're here to help!


Get in touch




		beautyFace care		Facial cleansing brush

		Face steamer

		

		Blackhead remover

		

		Illuminated cosmetics mirror




Men Care
Hair removal		

		Lady shaver

		Epilator

		




Body care		Electric body brush

		Cellulite massager




Manicure and pedicure
Hair care		

		Hair dryer brush

		Curling tongs

		Hair straighteners and flat irons

		Hair dryer

		Multi-functional styler

		Hairbrush




Dental Care





All beauty products



		medicalHearing amplifiers
Mobile ECG device
Pulse oximeter
Insect bite healer
Glucometer
Nebuliser
Blood pressure monitor		Arm blood pressure monitor

		Wrist blood pressure monitor




TENS - pain therapy
Family planning and pregnancy		Basal thermometer

		Ovulation test

		Pelvic Floor Training Aids




Fever thermometer		Forehead thermometer

		Ear thermometer

		Classic digital thermometer

		





Maremed - sea air simulator





All medical products



		wellbeingAir and aroma		Aroma diffuser

		Air purifier, air humidifier and air washer

		Thermo hygrometer

		Fans

		Maremed - sea air simulator




Heating products		Heat pad

		Wireless heating

		Heated throws

		Electric blankets

		Foot warmer




PhysioLine
Scales		Kitchen scales

		Luggage scales

		Body analyser scales

		Bathroom scales




Massager		

		Massage seat cover

		Massage cushion

		Back and neck massager

		Body massager

		Foot massager and foot spa

		Relaxation

		Massage gun




Sleep and rest		

		Wake-up light

		SleepLine

		




Light therapy		Infrared lamp

		SAD & therapy lights









All wellbeing products



		activeEMS - muscle stimulation
Ab toning belts
Massage balls and rollers for fascia training





All active products



		babycareBaby nebuliser
Nasal aspirator
Lice and nit comb
Baby scales
Breast pump





All babycare products






[image: EM 50 MENSTRUAL RELAX]
[image: EM 50 MENSTRUAL RELAX]EM 50 MENSTRUAL RELAXCancel the pain, not your plans

Get relief from menstrual and endometriosis pain without medication


Learn more
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[image: Free delivery on orders over £50]

[image: Free delivery on orders over £50]

Free  delivery on orders over £50
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[image: Easy returns]
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Easy returns
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Friendly customer service
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Buy it  direct




Get the latest Beurer news, offers and tips straight to your inbox. Enjoy 10% off* your first purchase when you sign up


RegisterBy subscribing you agree to our  privacy policy *Terms and Conditions apply.

[image: Woman with beurer foot warmer]
Hit the ground running with Beurer

From
  powerful massage guns to TENS and EMS machines, we've got everything you need
  to prepare, recover and regenerate.



Check it out now

-21%

[image: FM 200 Achillomed]
FM 200 Achillomed
Achilles tendon massager


RRP

The RRP is the retail price recommended by the manufacturer or importer of a product and stated by the manufacturer, supplier or seller. Beurer displays an RRP if the retail price of the product has been equal to or higher than the recommended retail price in the last 90 days.


In stock


-28%

[image: MG 99]
MG 99
Muscle massager


RRP

The RRP is the retail price recommended by the manufacturer or importer of a product and stated by the manufacturer, supplier or seller. Beurer displays an RRP if the retail price of the product has been equal to or higher than the recommended retail price in the last 90 days.


In stock


-19%

[image: EM 59 Heat]

(21)

EM 59 Heat
Digital TENS/EMS device with heat function


RRP

The RRP is the retail price recommended by the manufacturer or importer of a product and stated by the manufacturer, supplier or seller. Beurer displays an RRP if the retail price of the product has been equal to or higher than the recommended retail price in the last 90 days.


In stock


-25%

[image: BF 1000]

(5)

BF 1000
Diagnostic bathroom scale


RRP

The RRP is the retail price recommended by the manufacturer or importer of a product and stated by the manufacturer, supplier or seller. Beurer displays an RRP if the retail price of the product has been equal to or higher than the recommended retail price in the last 90 days.


Few in stock




[image: Beurer Menstrual Pad]
Effective pain relief through electrostimulation and heat

The EM 50 Menstrual Relax pad with separately adjustable heat and TENS function can help relieve menstrual pain. Thanks to the rechargeable battery and the descreet design, you can use the pad whenever and wherever you need it. 



Check it out now

-21%

[image: EM 50 Menstrual Relax]
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EM 50 Menstrual Relax
Menstrual Relax


RRP

The RRP is the retail price recommended by the manufacturer or importer of a product and stated by the manufacturer, supplier or seller. Beurer displays an RRP if the retail price of the product has been equal to or higher than the recommended retail price in the last 90 days.


In stock


-19%

[image: EM 50 + Replacement Kit]
EM 50 + Replacement Kit
Menstrual Relax


RRP

The RRP is the retail price recommended by the manufacturer or importer of a product and stated by the manufacturer, supplier or seller. Beurer displays an RRP if the retail price of the product has been equal to or higher than the recommended retail price in the last 90 days.


In stock


-17%

[image: EM 55 Menstrual Relax+]
EM 55 Menstrual Relax+
Menstrual Relax


RRP

The RRP is the retail price recommended by the manufacturer or importer of a product and stated by the manufacturer, supplier or seller. Beurer displays an RRP if the retail price of the product has been equal to or higher than the recommended retail price in the last 90 days.


In stock



[image: EM 50 Menstrual Relax replacement set]
EM 50 Menstrual Relax replacement set
Accessories



In stock



[image: EM 55 Menstrual Relax+ replacement set]
EM 55 Menstrual Relax+ replacement set
Accessories



In stock





Over 500 products for your health and wellbeing

Beurer
  was born back in 1919 and has grown into an award-winning health and
  wellbeing brand. Over the last century, we have developed an innovative range
  of over 500 products in the worlds of medical, wellbeing, beauty, baby care
  and fitness.



beauty


Looking good; feeling great


[image: Compact hair dryer HC 35 by Beurer]
		Face care

		Men Care

		Hair removal

		Body care

		Manicure and pedicure

		Hair care

		Dental Care

		All beauty products





medical


Prevention, diagnostics and therapy


[image: Beurer BM 81 blood pressure monitor]
		Hearing amplifiers

		Mobile ECG device

		Pulse oximeter

		Insect bite healer

		Glucometer

		Nebuliser

		Blood pressure monitor

		TENS - pain therapy

		Family planning and pregnancy

		Fever thermometer

		


		Maremed - sea air simulator

		All medical products





wellbeing


Putting your wellness first


[image: Beurer Wake Up Light]
		Air and aroma

		Heating products

		PhysioLine

		Scales

		Massager

		Sleep and rest

		Light therapy

		All wellbeing products





active


Prepare, recover, regenerate


[image: Beurer EMS Device]
		EMS - muscle stimulation

		Ab toning belts

		Massage balls and rollers for fascia training

		All active products





babycare


Looking after the little ones


[image: Beurer Baby Bottle Warmer]
		Baby nebuliser

		Nasal aspirator

		Lice and nit comb

		Baby scales

		Breast pump

		All babycare products












What's new?

Wonder
  where we get our ideas from? We develop our product range based on what our
  customers need to fulfil a healthy lifestyle and feel good.



[image: Father with child ]
-18%

[image: HC 100 Excellence Hair dryer]
HC 100 Excellence Hair dryer

Hair dryer		4 flexible temperature and blower settings for gentle drying

		Integrated ion function for sleek hair

		Integrated memory function – for storing preset temperature and blower settings






RRP

The RRP is the retail price recommended by the manufacturer or importer of a product and stated by the manufacturer, supplier or seller. Beurer displays an RRP if the retail price of the product has been equal to or higher than the recommended retail price in the last 90 days.

Few in stock

[image: MG 330 Grey]
MG 330 Grey

Shiatsu seat cover		4-head massage system, rotating in pairs

		4D massage heads with hand simulation in the neck area

		Spot function







Few in stock
-17%

[image: EM 55 Menstrual Relax+]
EM 55 Menstrual Relax+

Menstrual Relax		Can provide relief from menstrual pain and pain triggered by endometriosis

		Combination of TENS and heat

		Larger shape and heat surface for added warmth






RRP

The RRP is the retail price recommended by the manufacturer or importer of a product and stated by the manufacturer, supplier or seller. Beurer displays an RRP if the retail price of the product has been equal to or higher than the recommended retail price in the last 90 days.

In stock

[image: FC 52 Laguna]
FC 52 Laguna

Facial brush		For a smooth and nourished complexion

		Vibration technology – promotes an even complexion and activates blood circulation in the face

		15 intensities for gentle and intensive cleansing







In stock



[image: App Beurer HealthManager Pro ]
Beurer HealthManager Pro
Your holistic health picture at a glance

Whether
  at home, at the doctor's or on the road - today health data is available
  everywhere and can be shared. With the app "beurer HealthManager Pro", you receive even more detailed information about your health data that
  goes beyond the mere measured values.


Discover the app "beurer HealthManager Pro" 



[image: Beurer Headquarter in Ulm, Germany]Taking care of your health and wellbeing for over 100 years
Beurer
  began life as a small family business in the city of Ulm, Germany back in
  1919. Then, we were the inventors of the electric heat pad; now, we offer a
  range of over 500 products to help you take control of your health and
  wellbeing.


Learn more about us


[image: Beurer family]Quality and innovation
Our
  experience and partnerships with many top-class institutes over the years is
  what gives us the edge when it comes to health and wellbeing solutions. We
  understand the importance of self-care, and our products make it possible.


Learn more about our history


[image: Beurer Green Planet]Responsible use of resources
Sustainable
  action and social commitment have been part of our corporate philosophy for
  many years. Furthermore, the responsible use of resources will continue to be
  firmly anchored in our corporate goals in the future.


Learn more about our sustainable action
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